
Mr Whoops has accidentally 
jumbled up a conjunction. Can 
you help him to unjumble it?

ECAUSBE

Circle the correct homophone 
word to fit in the sentence:

The photographer took a picture of 
the breath-taking (seen / scene).

Match each word class label to 
the correct word in the sentence.

Zarah’s team played in the football 
match but they didn’t win.

Look at the picture. Can you fill in 
the missing verb to create a present 
progressive sentence?

Candice is                    hockey for 
the school team.

Add the suffixes -less or -ful 
to turn these root words into 
adjectives.

wonder                   

worth                  

Can you improve this sentence by 
adding an expanded noun phrase?

The emperor strolled through town.
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Mr Whoops has accidentally 
jumbled up a conjunction. Can 
you help him to unjumble it?

ECAUSBE

BECAUSE

Circle the correct homophone 
word to fit in the sentence:

The photographer took a picture of 
the breath-taking (seen / scene).

Match each word class label to 
the correct word in the sentence.

Zarah’s team played in the football 
match but they didn’t win.

Look at the picture. Can you fill in 
the missing verb to create a present 
progressive sentence?

Candice is playing hockey for the 
school team.

Add the suffixes -less or -ful 
to turn these root words into 
adjectives.

wonderful   

worthless

Can you improve this sentence by 
adding an expanded noun phrase?

The emperor strolled through town.

Any appropriate sentence with an 
expanded noun phrase to describe 
the emperor or the town, e.g. The 
confident emperor with the spotty 
pants strolled through town.
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Mr Whoops has accidentally 
jumbled up TWO conjunctions. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

ECAUSBE

FORBEE

Circle the correct homophone 
word to fit in the sentence:

The photographer took a picture of 
the breath-taking (seen / scene).

The teacher told the interfering pupil 
not to (meddle / medal) in other 
people’s business.

Match each word class label to 
the correct word in the sentence. 
Complete the missing label.

Zarah’s team played in the football 
match but they didn’t win.

Look at the picture. Can you fill in 
the missing verbs to create a present 
progressive sentence?

Candice                             hockey 
for the school team.

Add the suffixes -less or -ful 
to turn these root words into 
adjectives.

beauty                   

friend                  

Can you improve this sentence by 
adding an expanded noun phrase, a 
conjunction and extra detail?

The emperor strolled through town.
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Mr Whoops has accidentally 
jumbled up TWO conjunctions. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

ECAUSBE

BECAUSE

FORBEE

BEFORE

Circle the correct homophone 
word to fit in the sentence:

The photographer took a picture of 
the breath-taking (seen / scene).

The teacher told the interfering pupil 
not to (meddle / medal) in other 
people’s business.

Match each word class label to 
the correct word in the sentence. 
Complete the missing label.

Zarah’s team played in the football 
match but they didn’t win.

Look at the picture. Can you fill in 
the missing verbs to create a present 
progressive sentence?

Candice is playing hockey for the 
school team.

Add the suffixes -less or -ful 
to turn these root words into 
adjectives.

beautiful  

friendless

Can you improve this sentence by 
adding an expanded noun phrase, a 
conjunction and extra detail?

The emperor strolled through town.

Any appropriate sentence with an 
expanded noun phrase to describe 
the emperor or the town, e.g. 
The confident emperor with the 
spotty pants strolled through town 
because he thought his suit was 
invisible.
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Mr Whoops has accidentally 
jumbled up THREE conjunctions. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

ECAUSBE

FORBEE

IWLEH

Add the suffixes -less or -ful 
to turn these root words into 
adjectives.
beauty                   

penny                  

Match each word class label to the 
correct word in the sentence. Complete 
the missing label.

Zarah’s team played in the football match 
but they didn’t win.

Challenge: Now write your own sentence 

and label the words.

Look at the picture. Can you write a 
present progressive sentence about it?

 

 .

Circle the correct homophone 
word to fit in the sentence:

The photographer took a picture of 
the breath-taking (seen / scene).

The teacher told the interfering 
pupil not to (meddle / medal) in 
other people’s business.

Mrs Ali didn’t know (whether/ 
weather) to take her umbrella as it 
looked like it might rain.

Can you improve this sentence 
by adding an expanded noun 
phrase, an adverb, a conjunction and 
extra detail?

The emperor strolled through town.
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Mr Whoops has accidentally 
jumbled up THREE conjunctions. 
Can you help him to unjumble them?

ECAUSBE

BECAUSE

FORBEE

BEFORE

IWLEH

WHILE

Add the suffixes -less or -ful 
to turn these root words into 
adjectives.
beautiful 

penniless

Match each word class label to the 
correct word in the sentence. Complete 
the missing label.

Zarah’s team played in the football match 
but they didn’t win.

Challenge: Now write your own sentence 

and label the words.

Look at the picture. Can you fill in 
the missing verbs to create a present 
progressive sentence?

Accept any present progressive 
sentence with is/are + -ing verb 
form.

Circle the correct homophone 
word to fit in the sentence:

The photographer took a picture of 
the breath-taking (seen / scene).

The teacher told the interfering 
pupil not to (meddle / medal) in 
other people’s business.

Mrs Ali didn’t know (whether/ 
weather) to take her umbrella as it 
looked like it might rain.

Any appropriate sentence with 
an expanded noun

phrase to describe the emperor 
or the town, e.g. The confident 
emperor with the spotty pants 
foolishly strolled through town 
because he thought his suit 
was invisible.
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